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The goal of this thesis is to create a
housing complex suitable for all people
through the integration of an existential
space theory with the realities of shelter,
house, and dwelling.
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of existential space in order to create a place for living;
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temporary home, or a permanent home for those who need them.
The diversity and life of the people will be expressed in
the architecture and, hopefully, the place-generating basis
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INTRODUCTION

The ideals of house and home are
inexorably tied to the ideals of man. For
it is in his house that "man becomes
familiar with the w o r l d . I t is the house
that offers people their identity.
Perhaps nothing better illustrates the
significance of the relationship between
people and their homes than the recent
housing crises and its victims.
A widow, waitress, and mother of
three children is evicted from her home.
She becomes 'home'less. From then on she
is labeled as 'home'less, being without a
home.

That identifying label takes on

greater significance than all else,
greater than that of widow, waitress, or
even mother.
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This project will be an attempt to
identify that which makes a successful
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theory will be combined with the reality
of the current housing shortage to produce
a housing/social services complex for a
portion of the city of Seattle.
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homeless

HOUSING
This project addresses many different
issues, foremost among them is the current
housing crisis.

This crisis has come upon

our nation swiftly, bringing with it problems
of such complexity and immense proportions
that certainly no single quick-fix will
suffice as a remedy or to rebuild the lives
it has devastated.
The 'red flag' of this social problem
was the proliferation and increased
visibility of the homeless street population.
It became increasingly evident that these
people were not merely 'bums' and 'drunks'.
We as a nation became intent on finding a
cause or assessing blame.

The blame was

quickly assigned to the recently begun
practice of deinstitutionalization among our
mental health hospitals.

This notion is

fueled by the chronological correspondence of
deinstitutionalization and the rapid increase

homeless

Age of Individuals Served in Shelters by Client Group
198S

in the homeless population, by the public
perception of street people being 'crazy',
and by sensationalized media reports.

Single
Men

A Time
0-5

story from 1985 stated: "to be conservative,

hospitals."

251

291

OX

91

151

01

51

111

18-24

71

181

141

25-44

301

371

301

45-59

461

61

31

60-64

111

U

65-74

61

11

01

Over 75

11

01

01

1001

1001

1001

3

.

Youth
N/A

6-10

psychosis or stupor." People magazine said

of the homeless population...are state mental

One-Parent &
Two-Parent
Families

11-17

a majority of the homeless dwell near either

that the "greatest contributors to the size

01

Single
Women/
Women
with
Children

01

Source: City of Seattle CDB6 Client Profile Reports, 1985 (based on reports
of 14 shelters).

These ideas were substantiated by early
pyschological studies (Bassuk 1984, Lipton
Clients' Immediate Service Needs as Reported by Provider Agencies

1983).

However, the continued increase in

homelessness and lobbying by homeless groups
led to further studies.

The majority of

these (Lillian 1988, Hagen 1987, Snow 1986)
consisted of more in-depth, field oriented
research.

Single
Men
(N=7)

Their findings exposed the true

nature and complexity of the crisis.

They

did find a rather high rate of mental illness
among the homeless (15-20%) but attributed

Single
Women/
One and
Women with Two Parent
Children
Famil1es
(N=7)
(N-6)

Youth
(N-2)

Food

571

291

331

501

Health care

141

141

-

-

Day care

-

291

331

-

Legal help

-

291

-

-

Counseling

141

571

171

501

Help finding housing

711

141

831

501

Income

141

861

831

-

Transportation

291

14*

331

0

0

141

-

501

Job training
Employment
Other immediate needs
Source:

861

291

671

501

0

141

141

501

1986 Emergency Shelter Provider Survey.

homeless

the cause of homelessness to many other
factors including unemployment, problematic
interpersonal relationships, increased
housing costs, and substance abuse.
We were forced to see homeless people
for what they were, victims of circumstances,
who have fallen into a position of
disenfranchisement.

They had become

placeless in our society.

They had no locale

from which to base their lives, they had no
place and few objects to call their own.

In

our society, which places such importance on
home and possessions, they became nameless
and faceless because of a lack of material
goods with which to identify.

Often,

facilities and programs meant to serve the
/

unfortunate were unable to help those who
were baseless.

Help could not be given

without an address, post office box, or
telephone.

homeless

Reasons for Seeking Emergency Shelter

Single Men
Alcohol/Substance abuse/Mental illness

46%

Employment/Income-related problems

30%

Eviction/Displacement

9%

Single Women and Women with Children
Domestic Violence/Family crisis

45%

Employment/Income-related problems

21%

Eviction/Displacement

15%

One-Parent and Two-Parent Families
Employment/Income-related problems

Reasons for Seeking Emergency Shelter
Provider Estimates
(Estimated Percent of Unduplicated Individuals Served)
(*=22)

Unemployed

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 19.51

Alcohol/substance abuse

MBBBHHIiBH

15.8t

Recent arrival to area

•••••••••

11.1%

Eviction or displacement

•••••••••

11.0%

Mental illness

•••••••••

10.9%

Waiting for public assistance • • • • • !

6.7%

Family crisis

•••••

5.9%

Domestic violence

••••!

5.4%

Public Assistance terminated

••••

4.7%

Transient

•••

3.5%

Separation/divorce

•!

1. 2 %

Awaiting paycheck

•

1.0%

31%

Physical disability

•

.6%

Eviction/Displacement

23%

Medical problem

I

.2%

Natural disaster

|

,2%

Recent arrival

11%

Youth
Transient

26%

Unemployed

20%

Family Crisis

19%

Crime victim

I

.n

Legal problem

I

.1%

Developmental disability

I

Other presenting problem

•!

Source:

.1%
1.9%

1986 Emergency Shelter Provider Survey

homeless

Map 1

At the

beginning

of the

EMERGENCY SHELTER PROGRAMS

eighties few

City of Seattle

people had heard of
these shelters
serve as

the vital

effected by
will

have

provide

coordination

the

an

emergency shelter;

become
link to

housing

commonplace.

crisis.

most efficiently

social

reach

They

those most
This

an emergency shelter
with a

now

project

in

services agency

to

the homeless

population.
This

project also

recognized

shelters

are not the answer

to

crisis.

People

their

cannot base

that

the

*1. Asian Counseling & Rafarral Service

2. Braad of Life Miwion
3. Broadviaw Emergency Shelter
4. Downtown Emergency Sarvica Cantar
5. lit Avanua Sarvica Cantar
6. Friendly Inn • Union Go«>el
7. immanual Lutheran
8. Lutheran Compeu Cantar (W)
19. Lutheran Compass Cantar (M)
*10. Operation Nightwatch
11. Peniel Minion
12. Salvation Army • Red Shield Emergency Lodge
13. Seattle Emergency Housing • Yesler
*14. Seettle Indian Canter
15. St. Manin de Porres
16. Union Gospel Mission
*17. Traveler's Aid
18. YMCA/Young Adults
19. YWCA - Downtown
20. St. Paul's Episcopal Church
*21. St Vincent de Paul
*22. O.M.P.
*23. El Cemro de la Raze
24. Providence House
25. Catherine Booth (Salvation Army) Confidential
*26. Fremont Public Association
27. New Beginnings (Confidential)
28. Sacred Heart
*29. Washington Association of Churches
30. Seattle Emergency Housing (Hoiry Park)
31. The Shelter
*32. YWCA - East Cherry
33. Bethlehem House

Lake City

0

University

WWRngford
Magnolia

°3j

housing
lives

from
23

overnight shelter
however,

find some

and perhaps

will

locations;

some

relief,

they can,

some

Alki- Admiral

Beacon-Rainier Valley

protection,

help.

Beyond the ideas

of shelter

attack the

of

heart

this

project

FauntleroyHtghland Park

Rainier Beach

the homeless

problem, housing supply.

Source: 1986 Emergency Shelter Provider Survey

homeless

Equally as
problem is the

serious

there were
who

more

4

Still

signals,

Year

housing.

million Americans

half of their income

more

a
Number
Served

Percent
of Total
Demand

Number
Turned
Away

Percent
of Total
Dema nd

Total
Demand
( S e r v e d & Turned Away)

1980

466

28X

1,213

72X

1,679

1982

503

17X

2,466

83X

2,969

1983

2,083

34X

4,013

66X

6,096

1984

2,675

41X

3,786

59X

6,461

1985

3,075

4 OX

4,641

60X

7,716

stated in 1988 that

than six

than

it

affordable

Architecture

paid more

rent.

in

Service and Turnaway Statistics
Novenber 1980 - 1985

the homeless

problem which

desperate shortage
Progressive

as

f

have

doubled-up1,

for
living

S o u r c e : Survey o f Unmet Emergency Housing Needs, Emergency Housing C o a l i 
t i o n , November 1980-1985.

with

friends

and relatives.

these people is

in

delicate

Increased development

and again
As rental

threaten

rates

causes

continue

step down

the lower

increase also

of

the

and skyrocketing

upset this

increase the homeless

are forced to
This

to

situation

balance.

pressures,

resulting gentrification,
land values

The

to
to

rise

Women

balance

population.

lesser housing.

those

1983

many people

level housing rates

resulting in

Total Deoand for Emergency Shelter by Client Group

1984

to

ladder

1,513

Men

2,435

616

Turned away

62X

(938)

73X ( 1 , 7 7 7 )

65X

(398)

Served

38X

(575)

27X

35X

(218)

Total

1,715

(658)

2,177

2,569

Turned away

68X ( 1 , 1 7 4 )

77X ( 1 , 6 6 6 )

37X

Served

32X

23X

63X ( 1 , 6 2 3 )

(541)

(511)

(946)

at the
1985

bottom of the housing

Total

ChiIdren

being forced

2,067

2,112

Turned Away

Total

68X ( 1 , 3 9 9 )

85X ( 1 , 7 8 5 )

26X

Served

32X

15X

74X ( 1 , 9 6 6 )

(668)

2,664

(327)

(731)

S o u r c e : Compiled by H&CD b a s e d on i n f o r m a t i o n from Emergency Housing C o a l i 
t i o n S e r v i c e and Turnaway S t a t i s t i c s , 1983-1985.

homeless

Current Supply of Emergency Shelter
Seattle and King County
(Fall 1985)

CIient Group

Number of Nightly
Beds Available

General Location
of Shelter Beds

Single Men
Bread of Li fe
Lutheran Compass Center
Operation Nightwatch
Peniel Mission
Salvation Army Emergency Lodge
Union Gospel Mission
Washington Association of Churches
St. Martin de Porres

50
68

5
15
75
200
10
200

Downtown
Downtown
Downtown
Downtown
Downtown
Downtown
North Seattle
Downtown

623
Single Women (exclusively)
Lutheran Compass Center

16

Central Seattle
Downtown
Downtown
Central Seattle
Snohomish County

Abused Women and Children
Domestic Abuse Women's Network
Eastside Domestic Violence Program
Catherine Booth House
New Beginnings

4
25
16
18

County
East County
North Seattle
North Seattle

63
Youth

5

200

Downtown
Downtown

The Shelter, Inc.
Issaquah Youth Shelter

12
4

South Seattle
East County

16

205
Young Adults (18-22)

One Parent and Two Parent Families
Auburn Community Fund
Seattle Emergency Housing
Seattle Emergency Housing
Central Area Motivation Program
Sacred Heart Shelter
Fremont Public Association
West Bethlehem House
North/East King County
Multi-Service Center
South King County
Multi-Service Center
South King County YWCA

45
120
35
15
12
227

Downtown

Single Men and Single Women
Asian Counseling and Referral Service
Downtown Emergency Service Center

Single Women and Female Head of Household with Children
Broadview Shelter
Friendly Inn
YWCA
Providence Hospitality House
World for Women

1
108
56
4
20
30
16

South County
Central Seattle
South Seattle
Central Seattle
North Seattle
North Seattle
West Seattle

56

North County

18
26

South County
South County

YMCA

19

Downtown

15
25
15
7
16

Downtown
Downtown
Downtown
South Seattle
Central Seattle

No Primary Client Group
Seattle Indian Center
Travelers Aid Society
St. Vincent de Paul
El Centro de la Raza
YWCA - East Cherry

78

335

Source: Emergency Shelter Provider Survey

homeless

onto the street.

The fear in many cities

today is that there is a great bottle-neck at
the lowest level of housing threatening to
dump even greater numbers of people onto the
street.
One bright spot in this current crisis
is the resurgence of the single room
occupancy hotel (SRO).

SRO hotels can

provide low-cost permanent housing for single
individuals or an affordable transitional
housing for couples and families.

Within

this project an SRO will serve both functions
acting as the step-up from the emergency
shelter.

homeless

The final, and most important, aspect of
this project will be the inclusion of low and
mixed income housing.

The housing will be

permanent; allowing people to retain a focus
to their lives and allowing them to form
their identities around their homes.

This

will require an understanding of 'home' which
goes beyond typical architectural concerns
such as plan layout and space requirements.
It will require an understanding of life; of
people's interaction with their environment;
of dwelling.

homeless.
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design method

DESIGN APPROACH
Identity, Form, and
Existential Space

To begin an exploration into the
nature of 'house' or 'home', I first
identified three separate categories of
scale or impact on which the ideals of
'home' can be experienced. In referring to
'home' I refer to a larger place than
merely a person's house, 'home' as in the
sense of 'feeling at home'. This for some
people may take the shape of a
neighborhood, for others it could
encompass an entire city, county, or
geological area. The important factor is
that what is considered 'home' is that
which gives that particular person their
identity.
The first scale would be that of the
micro—scale. Within this scale the idea of
'home' would be reduced to its simplest
form, shelter. At this scale the sense of

design method

'home' is centered around a sense of
protection. The house becomes merely a
refuge from the elements, merely shelter
thus being object-oriented, not placeoriented.
The second scale would be that of
personal self, the house. The house will
be considered as a creation of people, the
house will be an expression of them, the
center of their world.
The final scale, the macro-scale,
deals with the concept of dwelling.
Dwelling as "the establishment of a
meaningful relationship between man and
..5
his environment.
These definitions will assist in
attempts to identify basic aspects of
shelter, house, and dwelling which are
either desirable or deleterious with
respect to life.

This will hopefully give

rise to form/space/place-generations

design method

consistent with the basic ideals of each
element. These forms will then be
organized and perhaps altered when applied
in conjunction with the 'schemata' of
existential space, closely following the
theory of existential space as defined by
Christian Norberg-Schulz in Existence,
Space, and Architecture.

The theory

organizes human space perception into
schemata representing center and place,
direction and path, and area and domain.
These schemata are specific to each
individual; resulting from our past
experiences.

However, certain patterns

and meanings can be applied to a general
population allowing for the possibility of
designing spaces on the very basis of
human perception.

.design method
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shelter

'

SHELTER
The most fundamental function of
'home' is of course that of providing
protection or shelter from danger.

The

concept of shelter is one of simplicity,
minimalism still "shelter is of extreme
importance to man, it is the prime factor
in his constant struggle for survival.

.. 6

The immediate psychological
connotations of the word shelter are at
once simplistic and powerful. The power of
shelter stems from our reliance upon it.
Although few among us have gone a
significant amount of time without
shelter, most have at one time or another
been subjected to our vulnerability when
it is not available to us. Even the
seemingly insignificant experience of
being caught out in a heavy rain can cause
strong feeling of anxiety from being 'out
of place' or out of our environment.

In

shelter

these times even the heavy canopy of a
large tree or an overhanging rock are
often enough to comfort and protect us. It
is also in these times when we can truly
understand the concept of shelter.
I would ask you to close your eyes
and image you are in such a situation.
Whether shelter is in the form of a tree,
a rock ledge, or some other covering the
feelings are the same.

You may feel

protected, yet somewhat uncertain,
somewhat vulnerable.

You will tend to

crouch and wrap yourself with your arms,
not only for warmth but for security as
well.
As a function of form, shelter in

A house at Lege, by Le Corbusier (top, before; bottom, after)

such a situation is undoubtedly dominated
by a canopy or roof.

The emphasis on roof

form can be seen in many early houses and
shelters as well as in people's reactions
to 'modern' homes.

shelter

Shelter also implies that which is
temporary.

To have found shelter is to

have found that which fills a temporary
need, not a long term desire. The
temporary nature of shelter alludes to
what I feel is the most important
difference between shelter and house.
Because of the undefined, unstructured,
temporary nature of shelter it becomes
that which serves the environment around
it.

People cannot center their worlds

around shelter; instead, shelter serves as
a retreat from the world. Shelter is
merely an object, we cannot be 'at'
shelter as we can be 'at' home, we cannot
be 'in' shelter as we can be 'in' our
house. To further illustrate this we can
compare or socio-cultural world with that
of the Australian Aboriginees.

shelter

The Aboriginees are a small hunting
and gathering society renowned for their
adaptation to their harsh environment and
landscape. Their home is in fact their
land.

They have few buildings, most of

which are simply windbreaks, consequently
their language has little refernce to the
7

built world.

i fc ^ ' .fr-e t*

They have, however, great

respect for the landscape.

Areas which

would seem barren to us are full of
significance and meaning to the
Aborignees.
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Their language contains

literally hundreds of descriptive words

C£

used to identify what to us would be
barren desert.

To the Aborignees this is

Sketch map of the mythological tracks of some heroes and Dreamings of the
Walbiri. After Meggitt. See also Berndt; Baldwin Spencer.

their 'house' and other built forms are
merely shelters used as tools to serve
their environment.
In our culture the built environment
takes precedence over nature.

" The house

seems to have power to claim as it's own a

shelter

part of the land around it."(Moore
1974:188)

8

Our lives center around our

home, landscape and environment become
stages on which our houses and our lives
perform.

We groom our yards to serve our

homes, we level contours to more readily
site our houses. We often go about our
lives with little regard to our
environment for it is our house which is
our world.

House at Sea Ranch

shelter

r~

house

HOUSE

House, like shelter, affords refuge
and sanctuary, but a house offers that to
people which is far greater, far beyond
shelter.
People have continually sought the
definition or understanding of their place
in the world. We strive to define or
'cosmos' created as Christian NorbergSchulz termed a 'system of meaningful
spaces.' The 'cosmos' becomes our world
and our world "the place where man
dwells."

9

The house has been understood

as a microcosmos in which man projects
himself and his place in his environment.
The house, at once, signifies the
'I' of personal self, and the 'me' of
one's self as a social being. Because of
this the house form can be independent;
''married o n l y t o t h e i m m e d i a t e
environment" and those within, or an

house

anonymous figure in the congretive
morphology of the city.

10

On the personal level, the house
becomes individualistic, eclectic,
speaking only of it's inhabitants.
"The house sings about how the
inhabitant has managed to come to
terms with his environment: it
radiates what he has obtained from
being in the world.
Some houses are
mute, some shout. Others sing, and we
behold their song. 11H
Charles Moore, in The Place of
Houses, illustrates well the role of

Contextural response of Swiss vernacular.

houses in creating a personal cosmos.
"it speaks not just of the materials
from which it is made, but of the
intangible rhythms, spirits, and dreams of
people's lives. Its site is only a tiny
piece of the real world, yet this place is
11 12

made to seem like an entire world.

The personal spirit of a house by its
very nature cannot be designed; design,
however, can better accommodate individual

house

change. Most recent housing has allowed
little change by the nature of design.
For a house to afford the opportunity for
individual expression it must allow the
places and situations in which this
expression is manifest.
The entrance to one's house has
traditionally been of great significance,
for it is here that the house greets the
world, it is here that the house begins
its presencing.

The segregationa1 housing

projects of Johanesburg, South Africa,
establish the significance of this
transitional zone from home to surrounding
environment. These homes become expressive
of the people within for "we project
something of ourselves onto the house's
physical fabric."

13

Not only do houses express our
personal side, they also express our
culture.

Even the most personal of homes

Altered entrances to segregational
housing, Johanesburg, South Africa

house

is still an object within society.

"Your

house and my house look friendly to each
other when it is right. When it is right
there is sympathy between houses".^
Norberg-Schu1z expresses the social
interaction between houses; this can be
seen as an issue of architecture and
planning.

It requires critical

recognition of the existing and
accommodation of the new. Much of the
discord in America's suburbs can be linked
to this lack of 'sympathy1.

Today's homes

seem willing only to address the street,
each home trying to be a island onto
itself. Unfortunately, these ideals have
been transplanted to include urban,
suburban, and rural homes.
Cultural expression in homes is
often that which compromises the
'vernacular matrix.' Amos Papaport refers
to vernacular buildings as the 'folk

Indonesian 'boat house'.

tradition' stating that it "is the direct
and unselfconscious translation into
physical form of a culture, its needs and
values, as well as the desires, dreams,
and passions of the people."

15

The vernacular is also a result of
cultural perception and myths concerning
the physical environment.

"It is in the

nature of man that he constantly seeks a
rational explanation of the inexplicable
and so he struggles with the question,
what is self? Why here? Why now?"^
Consequently, people try to concretize
their existence, their place in the world
their place between the heavens and earth
Conceptually, within the house,

African vernacular of Dogon people.

"the floor is the earth, the ceiling the
sky, and the walls the encircling
horizon."

17

The etymology of our words

floor, ceiling, and wall confirm this

house

association.

Norberg-Schu1z goes on to

give examples of this relationship.
The resulting buildings seem to
'know' the landscape and "bring the
inhabited landscape close to man."

18

This

relationship often seems paramount to the
creation of successful architecture. The
architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright is
undeniably successful in the manner in
which it "inhabits the landscape."

19

At

Taliesan West the strong horizontal lines
of the buildings mimic the flatness of the
desert floor.

The roof lines recall the

buttes and ridges on the horizon. The plan
is carefully placed within the desert, not
upon it.

Within the structure you are

continually aware of your surroundings:
the relentless sun, the persevering earth,
and the ever present rustlings of life.

fig.

Taliesan West

house

Much of the same resonance with the
site can be seen in Sea Ranch by MooreTurnbull. Charles Moore describes this
relationship as "houses which merged
politely into the land."

20

These examples in no way are meant to
say that only those buildings which mimic
their surroundings in materials and form
are successful in conversing with their
site.

In many cases a site-buiIding

dialectic can be just as successful in
situations of great contrast.

c

house

Such a case would be that of the
Johnson house of Richard Meier. Few
buildings are visually more contrasting
with their surroundings, yet the
relationship benefits both building and
environment.

The pristine form and color

of the house emphasize the pristine nature
that surrounds. The white of the house
makes the green of the trees even more
green and 'visa versa1. The ridgid forms
and g e o m e t r i e s o f m a n s o b o l d l y d i s p l a y e d
in the house draw attention to the natural
flow and complexity of the surroundings.

Johnson House, Richard Meier.

house
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DWELLING

The concept of dwelling cannot be
expressed simply in terms of a physical
Dwelling can be thought of as the

object.

extension of people's homes and the
extension of the 'world' created within
the home.

The personal relationship with

object and place within the home must be
extended to include all the important
places of a person's daily life.
These relationships were noted by
Norberg-Schulz when he stated, "in order
to dwell man must establish a meaningful
relationship with his environment."

21

The

establishment of this 'relationship' is
dependant upon personal experience,
participation, and finally identification.
Our first interaction with the
environment is that of experience; we see
the places, we hear the sounds, and we
smell the aromas.

Impressions and

dwelling

feelings are formed.

Through this

experience we become part of that
environment, and our participation alters
that environment.

The places within the

environment become specific to ourselves.
We are no longer 'there'; we are in fact
'here'.

Finally, through experience and

participation, the place, in turn, shapes
our world. We identify the environment
according to its characteristics and our
experiences within it.

The places are

rooted in our minds, its mention calls to
mind predictable images and memories. We
identify ourselves with the environment,
and the environment is identified by our
presence.

These elements comprise "man's

relationship to places and through places
to spaces consists in dwelling.

„ 22

dwelling

MAN AND PLACE
Man's relationship to place is
similar to that of environment except that
it is not nearly as all encompassing.
Norberg-Schulz contends that "places are
the basic elements of existential space."

23

It would reason that places are the basic
elements of existence.

Throughout our

lives important events 'take place'.
I
Certainly nothing would happen if it
weren't for 'places'. We create places for
events and also 'by' events. This would
imply that the creation of place is as
much a significant event in our minds as
it is a physical object.
This concept can be dramatically
experienced at the Custer National
Monument.

The 'place' of Custer's death,

except for the stone monument, is
physically indistinguishable from other
surrounding ridges, yet to be there and

dwelling

imagine the events which occurred gives
v/K^ 1 ^

the place great power and significance.

< V VN

We also create such places on a
daily level, those which we interact with
regularly, and those which define the
spaces in which we dwell.

"The places

have to offer rich possibility for
identification."
On a physical level, people create
places, places to live, places to work,
places to play.

C ~
~ 5

Places are characterized

i
I«

by defining elements, places exhibit size

C
So o
£ 0)

and orientation, and places consist of
both 'inside' and 'outside'.

^£ Os

Four walls

in themselves, do not create a place, a
place is the experience of object and
space together.
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MAN AND SPACE
It is hardly rare to hear architects
and students alike talk about making a
'great space', a 'powerful space', a
private space, or a unique space.
Norberg-Schulz refers to these statements
as defining space 'materially' thus
allowing them to be molded or sculpted.

25

• •

This physical creation or definition of a
space then allows a space to be
experienced by people.

It is this

experience which gives rise to definitions

Drawing by Aldo Rossi

of 'power' or 'greatness', for a space
without people is only volume.

I think

this relationship can be familiarized by
the age old question: if a tree falls in
the forest and no one hears it, does it
make a noise?

The answer hinges on

defining sound as an experience rather
than a object.

The same logic can be

dwelling

people space is differentiated from
volume, just as sound is differentiated
from vibrations or pressure impulses.
"You cannot divorce man and space,
Existence is spatial."

26

It is therefore

essential that any theory or definition of
space be based on human experience. This
introduced the idea of existential space
as propagated by Christian Norberg-Schulz
in Existence, Space, and Architecture.

dwelling
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EXISTENTIAL SPACE
The goal already contains the
path as its point of reference,
directional indicator, and ultimate
end; and movement may be directed
towards the goal, may emanate from it
or may encircle it.
All architecture
is a structuring of space by means of
a goal or path.
Every house is an
architecturally structured path: the
specific possibilities of movement
and the drives towards movement as
one proceeds from the entrance
through the sequence of spatial
entities have been pre-determined by
the architectural structuring of that
space and one experiences the space
accordingly.
But at the same time,
in its relation to the surrounding
space, it is a "goal", and we either
advance towards this goal or depart
from it. 27

A b o v e ,D o g e b e r t F r e y r e l a t e d t h e

Glass house, New Canaan, Connecticut, by
Philip Johnson, 1949

basics of architecture and organization
with a human experience of space.

His

description clearly defines architectural
space as the product of human experience.
In order for architecture to provide the
basis for human experience, the spaces of
architecture must respond to the

.space

fundamentals of our spatial relationships
For this reason I plan on basing the
design of this project on the ideals of
man's relationship to space. More
specifically I will follow the 'schemata'
of existential space as defined by
N o r b e r g - S c h u l z.

28

The schemata of existential space ar
all encompassing, they relate to places,
space, and the interaction of people.
Earlier, I emphasized the importance of
human experience in making a place, the
same can be applied to space.

This, of

course, is not completely separate, for
place, space, and experience are
interwoven, often being one and the same.

V*i4'

•Urban Analysis of Seattle, Paths, Areas, and Centers

More and more the spaces we
experience are the result of people's
actions. Man-made space has become the
focus of most people's worlds.
iV . / "
The concrete space of developed
man must be considered in it's
totality, including the important
events experienced within it. For the
particular quality of this space,
it's disposition and order reflect
and express the subject that
experiences it and dwells within it.
Above, Emile Durckheim was expressing
the importance of the human factor in the
built environment. The human factor,
according to Norberg-Schu1z , is defined
within the elements of existential space:
center and place, direction and path, area
and domain.
P\\hC<i

pi

Urban Analysis of Denny Regrade.
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CENTER AND PLACE
People have continually striven to
define the important areas and events in
their world. The most significant actions
or places give rise to great pyschological
'centers' in their lives.
Most all cultures have sought to
explain creation, creation of place, and
creation of themselves.

The mythological

place of creation is inevitably the
'center' or focus of their worlds; in
turn, lesser events produce lesser
centers.

Often great resources and energy

are devoted to the recognition and
demarcation of these 'centers'.

"From the

very beginning, then, the center
represents to man what is known in
contrast to the unknown and somewhat
frightening world around.

It is the point

fig.

Piazza Del Campidoglio

where he acquires position as a thinking

.space

being in space, the point where
lingers and lives in the space."

he
30

Norberg-Schu1z describes centers as
'places of action.1

31

Each center or place

can be associated with a function or
event.

In our lives, home becomes the

dominant center, and within the home we
also have smaller centers. The place or
object of these centers within the home
are dependant upon culture.
The Pompaein atrium house established
the center with four large columns
encasing the central court and bath. Here
was the place for social interaction,
often the most important events in
32
Pompaein life. The idea of marking
centers with a four-poster arrangement
will be evident in many situations.
Within much of our culture,
especially that of the northern United
States, the hearth or fireplace was often

fig.

Pompaein atrium house.

space

the center of the home.

"Wright therefore

created a centrifugal plan, which
represented a new interpretation of the
concept of refuge. Rather than a retreat,
the house became a fixed point in space,
from which man could experience a new
sense of freedom and participation. This
point is marked by the great fireplace."

33

The fireplace serves as both a symbolic
center and the 'center' for family and
social gatherings.
The firm of Moore, Lyndon, Turnbull,
Whitaker applied many of the basics of
existential space within their homes.
They recognized the need to base design on
the experiences of people:
These ideas began with the
premise that the architect
particularizes.
He discerns special
patterns of human activity, and
organizes movement.
He develops a
clarifying pattern, a design to which
the whole process of building is
subjected. Within this pattern there

fig.

Robie House P l a n , F r a n k Lloyd
Wright.

.space

must be a controlling image that
gives people the chance to know where
they are-in space, in time, and in
the order of things. 34
Charles Moore undoubtedly recognized
the need for a center as well as the
significance of the four-posted symbolism.
At Sea Ranch the most important places
within each home was designated by a fourposter arrangement:
We believe the image of 'house'
holds great power over the human
mind, and that a house should seem
the most important place in the world
for its inhabitants. From the
earliest times, four posts, generally
surrounding a hearth, have marked
this spiritual center. 35

UllJlillllj] '|;

Plan of Sea Ranch Condominium, Source: Moore 1971.

.space

Charles Moore also recognized,
whether consciously or not, the change in
focus of many modern homes.

In the Karas

house, the center, traditionally held for
socialization and personal interaction,
has been given over to the machine.

At

the center of the house lies the furnace,
the kitchen, and the bath around which the
living spaces are arranged.
The four poster symbolism surrounds a
center.

It allows participation within

the most significant of places.

Karas House Plan.

Events

can also take place at a symbolic marker.
Norberg-Schulz refers to this as a
'concentrated mass1.

This mass tends to

anchor space, serving as a goal:
The motif of the standing figure
bears the same relationship to
sculptural representation of the body
as the Mai(goal) to the shaping of
In this
architectural space.
stationary centre or goal the very
space is systematized as a stationary
shape.36

space

Such symbols tend to serve a
societal function of the 'ideal' center.
In general, the mass is a symbolic
reference around which activity take place
/ppfce#fUSMo

rather than that which encloses.
Both centers, symbolic or containing,
can be applied to serve both personal and
social man.

The scale can accommodate the
/irwA«>
F XDGVS

space of a room or that of a large city.
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DIRECTION AND PATH
Center and place, while often focused
upon themselves, are always 'centered
within' or 'placed within' a larger
c o n t e x t.
The relationship between place and
surroundings implies directions.

Norberg-

Schulz recognized the vertical direction
as the sacred dimension: "It represents a
path towards a reality which may be
'higher' or 'lower' than daily life, a
reality which conquers gravity, that is,
earthly existence, or succumbs to it."

37

The sacred implications of
verticality mandate care and expression
towards vertical circulation.

Vertical

circulation instead of being confined to
the back corner should be expressed and
celebrated as should the vertical
dimension of all interior spaces.

SITE

AWAtY^IS

space

The horizontal dimension is that of
human life, of people's daily existence.
Verticality seemingly serves the
horizontal dimension.

Upon the horizontal

people move and create paths, often
identified or ordered by prominent
vertical elements.

Paths lead from place

to place, and serve as the pyschological
link between places.
We relate one place to another by a
series of experiences along a path.
Abstractly, we refer to Seattle as fivehundred miles from Bozeman, yet we do not
'think' of the trip to Seattle as the
passing of five-hundred miles of freeway.
We think of the trip as a series of paths
linking centers and places.

The trip is a

combination of the various experiences or
images between places; the rolling
grasslands between Bozeman and Whitehall,
the rugged pass between Whitehall and

space

Butte, the winding valleys headed into
Missoula and so on.
The same logic is applied on the
scale of a city or a neighborhood.

Paths

are identified by beginning points and
goals or end points.

The more significant

these points, the more significant the
path as Kevin Lynch states:
People tended to think of path
destinations and origin points: they
liked to know where paths came from
and where they led.
Paths with clear
and well known origins and
destinations had stronger identities.
Another characteristic of path is
direction.

The direction assigned to path

is generally the direction from start to
goal.

However, this is seldom the actual

direction the path takes.

Paths

"represent a compromise between several

place, cent&r'

domains such as 'short distance1,
'security', 'minimal work', 'maximum
experience , etc.

„ 39
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ANALYSIS

Direction can indicate movement,
goals, or orientation.

Direction is

traditionally a result of landscape
dictated by rivers, mountains, and oceans.
More and more 'modern' direction is the
result of people; our cities, our streets,
and our goals.

1

The importance of paths dictates
their roles in the creation of any place.
The existing morphology of the path system
should be recognized and it should elicit
specific responses.

These responses

FAT*
rxTeup*

should incorporate present paths, as well

to ii.*•

as the ideas of 'shortest distance',

CA*. *>TCf

'security', and 'maximum experience'.
ClHXtf. - f LACZ - TATlt
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AREA AND DOMAIN
"Paths divide man's environment into
a r e a s m o r e o r l e s s k n o w n . 11 ^

More and

more we have delineated our environment
through freeways, highways, roads, and
trails.

Areas begin to be defined by

these markers. These paths allow us to
'fill out' the gaps in our mental picture
of the environment. The areas themselves
may be unknown to us but the recognition
or circumscription of the these areas
eliminates voids and uncertainty.
Domains are often delineated by
nature.

Lynch stated: "Edges are the

linear elements not considered paths: they
are usually, but not always, the
boundaries between two kinds of areas."

41
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INTERACTION
Places, center, paths, and domains
are all interdependent; centers signify
and anchor places, places are joined thru
direction and path, like places and path
systems create domains.

This combination

creates the system within which we all
dwe11.
The interaction between these
elements also creates new concepts and
opportunities.

The creation of places and

domains creates the condition of an edge.
An edge is an area of transition, and area
of change between 'inside and outside1.
Certainly to be inside is the reason for
the creation of places.

We then belong to

that place and in part shape our world.
"Only when man has defined what is inside
and what is outside can we really say that
he 'dwe11s1."^

space

The existence of inside and outside
creates a friction, a push-pull
r e l a t i o n s h i p , a n d m u s t e v e n t u a l l y result.
in the link between the two.

"For the

house not to become a prison it must have
openings into the world beyond."
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The

place where we enter the house becomes
very significant; it is here that we
encounter the environment.

Often the same

significance is applied to leaving a city
or country.

Surely going through the

border checkpoint into a foreign country
gives people the feeling of leaving their
'home 1 .
Within many cultures, ours
especially, the act of leaving one's home
is marked by two significant points.

We

first leave the protection of home through
the front door and then we enter the
public world by way of a gate in the fence
clearly marking 'mine' as different from

space

'theirs1.

This property edge marks the

extension of our home.

Even when not

physically delineated people know where
their yard ends, the edge of which is
often shown by the careful mowing of lawn
up to, but certainly not over, the
boundary.
The placement of openings implies
movement, and movement in turn implies
paths.

The procession to or from a place

says much about the place.

Places which

dictate the creation of paths are
generally very significant with the
journey to the place often being symbolic
"In ancient Egypt., the path became a
dominant symbolic form....It is most
magnificent and consistent attempt to do
away with the incessant passage of time a

Temple of Fortuna

a part of human fate by means of
architectural structure."
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.space

The interaction of paths, places,
centers, and domains creates different
'worlds'.

It has shaped cities and

countries resulting in distinct indigenous
societies perfectly matched with their
environment.

Today it can, and will in

this project, create places within our
cities which speak of the place, both of
the natural and man-made environment.

Fairy Chimneys' used as dwellings.

fig.

Plan of the Town of Uchisar, Turkey
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ENVIRONMENT
"Seattle, the Northwest's largest city,
is blessed with a setting unsurpassed in
natural splendor by any other city in the
country. Located over a hundred miles east of
the Pacific Ocean, out of range of it s cold
fogs and harsh winds, the city is still
bordered by bodies of water on both sides.
Puget Sound lies on the west with the
generous indentation of Elliot Bay; Lake
Washington lies on the east.
The Lake
Washington Ship Canal cuts through the city
to the north linking the Sound with Lake
Washington via Salmon Bay, Lake Union,
Portage Bay, and Union Bay. Green Lake is
another relatively large urban body of water.
Altogether there is an extraordinary amount
of waterfront available for private ownership
and pub lie use.
If much of Seattle's specialness as a
place stems from this frequently encountered
intersection of land and water , the
juxtaposition of sky and mountains-the
Olympics on the west, the Cascades on the
east and southeast-reinforces the beholder's
sense that this is a particularly favored
place.
Mt. Rainier has an almost palpable
presence that astonishes the eye and mind,
particularly when, as the skies clear, it's
snowy cone materializes, reducing the rest of
the world to a more human sca1e."(Mose1ey
1987:Appendices)

Fig.

Drawing of Seattle.

site

The natural setting of Seattle is
undeniably the city's greatest attribute.
The rolling hills and overwhelming greenery
would seem to provide a perfect setting,
perfect for all but the modern city. In order
to accommodate easy public transportation,
road building, infra-structure development,
and private development, major projects have
been undertaken to wipe the place of Seattle
clean.

Hills have been leveled, valleys have

been filled, most all signs of nature have
been removed from some areas. In trying to
ease habitation and travel, these projects
have turned places into 'placelessness',
indistinguishable from places within any city
in any environment.

site

SITE
In no area of Seattle is this
placelessness as evident as in the Denny
Regrade.

This place, originally Denny Hill,

featured a renowned hotel, Seattle's first
city park, beautiful terrain, and heavy
forests.
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Not unlike the river valleys

during the California gold rush, the hill was
washed down into the bay.

In some areas over

one-hundred vertical feet of earth was
removed, eventually levelling sixty city
blocks.^
Still today, the land has an unnatural
feel; it is sometimes hard to think of it as
land at all for it feels much to 'human'.
The topography seems as much built as the
surrounding buildings exuding a 'severe
humanism' not unlike that of an airliner or
cruise ship.

Eric Dardel wrote that "a

landscape is something more than a

site

juxtaposition of picturesque details; it is
an assemblage, a convergence, a lived-moment.
There is an internal bond, an impression,
that unifies all its elements."
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Perhaps this holds the key to the
alienation the Denny Regrade area exhibits
toward its environment.

The internal bond

between man and nature, and subsequently
building and nature, has seemingly been
broken by man's heavy handed manipulations.
The situation is not unlike that among many
Indian Tribes who believed their land housed
the spirits of life, only to have the spirit
destroyed by desecration of the land by
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mining interests.

The natural spirit of

Denny Hill is lost yet much of what is was
'united with' remains.

The existing

dichotomy often serves to remind us of what
we have lost or what we should aspire to.
This dichotomy, of course, is that between

site

place and environment, the 'humanism1 of the
Denny area, or Seattle in general, juxtaposed
against the surrounding vistas.

The vistas

provide a needed escape and refuge from the
city.

The effect is most notable in Seattle

when the skies clear, the sun drives the smog
away, and Mt. Raineer appears in the southern
skies.

The emergence of the snow covered

peaks seems to confirm every person's place
in the world.

People seem more alive, more

responsive and certainly more comfortable
with who and where they are.
People in Seattle extract life from the
surroundings and in turn rejuvenate the city.
The spirit lost in the removal of Denny Hill
is in some sense replaced by the life of the
people.

The 'place1essness' gives way to

human activity.

Certainly the hill cannot be

replaced, however, the 'genus loci' of the
area can still be felt through the people.
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SITE SPECIFICATIONS

VICINITY: The site is located within the
Denny Regrade area of Seattle.

This area is

approximately 1/2 mile northwest of downtown
and lies directly east of Elliott Bay.
LOCATION: The site is comprised of 1 1/2
blocks straddling Elliott Avenue between Wall
and Battery Streets.
SIZE: The total area of the site is 61,400
sq. ft. to the N.E. of Elliott Ave. and
26,600 sq. ft. to the S.W. of Elliott Ave.
ZONING: The site is zoned DMRC -Downtown
Mixed Residential/Commercial, with height
limitations varying from 85-125 depending on
use and public benefits.
EXISTING USE: The majority of the site is now
used as single level parking with the
exception of a single-story wood-frame office
building fronting Western Ave.

ADJACENT ACTIVITIES:

N.W: Skyway Luggage

Warehouse and Millionaires Club day labor
center.

N.E: Small two-story mixed-use

retail building with residential on second
level.

One block to the N.E. is the Penial

Mission which services homeless people by
offering counselling, social activities, and
a small 'street school'.

S.E: Towards the

S.E. lies a two-story office building, Three
to four-story commercial (light mnfr.,
artisans, loft spaces), and Seattle Art
Institute. S.W:

Towards the S.W. lies the BN

railroad lines, the Alaskan Way Streetcar
line, and the Edgewater Inn.

The Inn is a

large hotel built upon a pier on Elliott Bay.
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1984 - 1986
Department of Conununlty
Development Projects
1. Humphrey Apts
2. Donald
Gui ry-Schillestad
El Rey
Cornelius
Strand
Bremer
Adams
Cedars (planned)
Parkside (planned)
11. Vine Court (planned)
12. Wi11iam Te11
13. Olympic View (proposed)
14. Lewiston Hotel
15. Bell Tower (Good Neighbor Fund)
16. Apex Belltown Coop/ Egberts
Private Development - 1984
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

victoria boat

1986

Residential:
Residential/Retail (proposed)
Market Place Phase 2 (planned)
Intra-West (planned)
Stratford (completed)
Palladian (completed)
Union 76 mixed use (proposed)
Residential/commercial (proposed)
Commercial
Trianon (completed)
Commercial (planned)
Delco Corp. (planned)
Pacific N.w. Bell (completed)

2nd ave urban design plan
belltown housing district

DENNY REGRADE VICINITY MAP
Source: Seattle Art of Downtown Housing Design Competition.
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Climatologlcal Data
MICROCLIMATE (SEA-TAC)
J
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Latitude 47° 27' N
Longitude 122° 18' W
Altitude 50'

80
70

Seattle is located on the eastern edge of Puget Sound,
shielded from the Pacific Ocean by the Olympic Mountain
Range This inland marine climate abuts a forested, lakedotted plateau which slopes gently to the Cascade Mountain
Range located approximately thirty miles to the east.

Avaraga High Tamp.

60
50
40
30

Average Low Tamp.

20
RECORD:
High 99°
— LowO

19
18
17

Seattle's average annual rainfall of thirty-eight inches is
moderate despite a reputation for heavier rainfall. This
impression of heavy rainfall is due to the fact that Seattle
receives a maiority of its rain in the form of light drizzle While
this reflects long periods of cloud cover, the weather on any
given day can include periods of rain, sun and light cloud
cover
The light cloud cover and changing patterns of light have been
long recognized as a great asset for Northwest painters and
architects The low northerly sun angles combine with the
everchanging cloud and sunlight patterns to form a uniquely
delicate quality of light.

16
14
13

10

Wind Valocity

Rain
Annual Pracip. = 38.00

Access to light is an important program consideration The
downtown setting with its increasing building mass requires
maximizing natural light to interior spaces from a variety of
sources The soft quality of Seattle's natural light provides a
special opportunity to make use of colors and textures which
follow in Seattle's histonc brick and terca cotta traditions
Wind flow is typically from the southwest The Olympic
Mountains to the west partially interrupt this flow, giving Seattle
more gentle breezes which are moistenedand cooled by Puget
Sound Major gale force storms are rare, but can be dramatic.
Locals recall the historically infamous destruction of the
Tacoma Narrows Suspension Bridge and the loss of the Hood
Canal Bridge

TABLE: D«gr»« Day*, Wind, Sunshins (SEA-TAC)

Month

Normal Heating
Degree Day*
(base 65 )

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Year

Wind
Percent of
Mean
Prevailing Possible
Speed
Direction Sunshine
98
96
98
96
90
87
8.3
7.9
8.1
86
9.2
97
0.0

003
622

645
489
313
169
76
97
169
388
606
744
5121

8UN ANGLES

ssw
sw
ssw
sw
sw
sw
sw
sw

N
s
s
ssw

25
37
49

52
55
55
65
64
59
43
29
21
45

@ 48° N Latitude

Summer Solatlce - 05.5'

Equinox - 42.0'

Winter
Solstice - 18.5'

Source: Seattle Art of Downtown Housing Design Competition.
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In order to concretize the emotions and
feelings the buildings and neighborhood
generated, three abstract 'site' models were
created.

Each represents a 'critical1

interpretation of the places and issues
involved.

This interpretation, if truly

'critical', filters the given environment
through the minds and ideals of people.
Without this 'critical' human filter site and
environment become merely quantitative,
usually consisting of two dimensional plan
and elevation drawings.

The result can be

replication or rebirth of the existing , both
suggesting a responsibility which manifests
itself in the form of design constraints.
Design within this context becomes
'reactionary', often with knee-jerk
predictability. In short, critical design is
action 'on' the environment, while the
opposite is reaction 'from' the environment.

site

The first model, 'The Neighborhood",
amplifies boundaries, barriers, texture, and
site relationships.

The model is the result

of the imagery and impressions left upon me
by the site.

'Beyond the Local', again, focuses upon

'Segregation/Isolation' addresses two

a boundary, that between the site and the

main issues.

waterfront.

nature of the new housing towers in the area

The model reflects the

First is the isolationist

alienation I felt between the areas, and the

and second is the conformist morphology of

need for them to address each other and

building shells juxtaposed against the

stunning vistas westward.

idiosyncratic signage and detailing.

MS}

site

The

following is

the neighborhood I
after spending time

a

short description

wrote

of

during and shortly

there,

included is brief

photo essay.

The Denny Regrade area of Seattle seems to have few of

the heavy masonry and cast concrete walls are adorned with

the amenities of a typical 'good' neighborhood, yet the area

colorful graffiti, from hate-filled racial insults to calls

is full of character, diversity, and life making the region

proclaiming the salvation of Christianity.

quite successful. With the architectural blight of abandoned

also the domain of the deserted automobile, complete with

buildings, the graffiti, the garbage, and the population of

it's own graffiti, and often juxtaposed with an imported

'drunkards' and

sports car or luxoboat.

bums', one would expect the area to be

vacated by all but the indigent.

Yet the 'personality

exibited is that of a vibrant, healthy, and productive city.

The alleys are

Within this unusual neighborhood,

contrast seems commonplace, and the norms of suburbia
extinct.

On any given day, businessmen, commuting to downtown,
quickly role up their car windows to avoid being approached
by the group of unemployed men while stopped near the
Millionaires Club.

At the same time, local students wind

their way thru the this group, recognizing and accepting
them, without the condescending stance of the passer-thru.
This intermingling is commonplace.

The working class live

above the street level shops and idiosyncratic studios of
local artists, their laundry lines stretched from window to
window.

Abandoned storefronts are covered with billboards

and posters of social protest aimed at the encroaching
gentrification of the area.

The operating businesses cater

to the more personalized ambitions of the local people:
neon, art, photography, and coffee shops.

In the alleys,

site
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PROGRAMMING
The following are the program
requirements for the three catagories of
building types included in this project:
emergency shelter and social services center,
transitional housing, and permanent low-cost
housing.
EMERGENCY SHELTER
The creation of emergency shelters is
clearly not the answer to the homeless
problem.

Shelter cannot fulfill the desires

of home, shelter cannot provide the basis for
a full life, but "emergency shelter is an
indispensable part of a more general
solution- a necessary holding action."
Shelter comprises the first 'tier' in
the solution to the housing crisis.

The New

York Coalition for the Homeless established a

Tier
I: basic emergency shelter, made as undemanding
and accessible as security and hygiene consid
erations allow, which provides the minimal
amenities stipulated by the Callahan consent
decree: decent, clean bedding, wholesome food,
adequate security and supervision. Armories,
church basements, school buildings may all serve
such a purpose.
Tier
II: transitional accommodations, a step up from
emergency shelter in demands on residents and
services provided, which will achieve some
differentiation by need of the homeless popula
tions. Intensive efforts to secure appropriate
entitlements as well as necessary clinical linkages
could be made here. A step in this direction was
approved by the State Office of Mental Health
some time ago and has been the subject of
considerable and intensive discussion at the City
Department of Mental Health. To date, however,
no substantive commitment of funds or personnel
has been made. The Parker Street Shelter in
Boston - at least in the form it took in the winter of
1980-81 - was a pioneering effort in this regard.
Tier
III: long-term, not-for-profit operated supportive
residences - homes, in short, with the appropriate
service and aid modalities built-in as part of the
structure of everyday life. The city- and statesupported St. Francis Residence is an excellent
example of such a facility.

three 'tier' approach to the problem, (see
inset)
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What are the most basic needs of the
homeless?

Nora Greer cited eight priorities:

1) shelter, day and night; 2) food; 3)
hygiene; 4) material distribution; 5) medical
and health services; 6) places to share
information; 7) space for socializing; 8)
quiet, safe places.

The shelter aspect of

this project will attempt to address these
needs as well as those mentioned in the
tables at the beginning of this paper.

These

tables illustrate the demographic and
personal characteristics of Seattle's
homeless population.
There is, however, one pervasive problem
of the homeless which cannot be graphed or
charted; the problem of disenfranshisement.
The homeless have no place in society or no

"These projects are community-initiated in
response to local issues and needs. The focus is
on the client type rather than the building type.
And the focus is on the process — there must be
full and meaningful participation on the part of
the client in both the design and the construc
tion process. Fourth, design solutions to commu
nity problems such as this do not necessarily
involve buildings. But when the project is a
building, one assumes that it will work both
functionally and esthetically. However, the build
ing is assumed to be less important in itself than
in its contribution to the understanding and the
solutions of the large social problem— Totally
separate men and women at the points of entry
and within the facility. There is a limitation on
the size of the shelter units in order to facilitate
personal, positive social interaction and to mini
mize conflicts, violence, and vandalism." —Conrad
Levenson, Conrad Levenson Architects and Plan
ners, New York City.
"Design a building that enhances maintenance
and hygiene and that is a simple but pleasant
and secure environment, one that can be run by
a small staff (because staff costs money and
funds are likely to be scarce)— Make the
building fully accessible
Separate incompati
ble building activities (quiet spaces from activity
spaces)
Avoid disruptive movement patterns
and, in the case of emergency shelters, allow
room for an intake of 250 to 300 persons— In
the sleeping area, security is more important
than privacy, but privacy is desired in the bath
rooms
Separate the women from the men."
— Fred Karnas, Arizona State University, Phoenix.
• "Make it easy and comfortable tor a youth in
crisis to get into the building and to go through
intake
Provide many services under one roof—
Provide an environment that emphasizes a youth s
worth as a human being, a noninstitutional
feeling." —Wendy Naidich, program advisor,
Covenant House Emergency Shelter for Youth,
New York City.

• "Small environments are the way to go— Secu
rity is a big issue, but we don't want a prison—
An architect once came into the shelter and said,
'Wouldn't a balcony be lovely here?' And 1 said,
'No, because a suicide attempt would be made
off of that six times a year.'... Always there has
to be a de-licing room
Do ramps always have
to be at the back of the building so people feel
they are entering into the servant quarters? Isn't
there a way to incorporate ramping into a delight
ful design?... We have had interior decorators
who have come in and wanted to color the walls
magenta and turquoise. It is too jarring, and our
guests in the shelter get very upset. " — Sandra
Brawders, executive director, The House of Ruth,
Washington, D.C.
• "Use natural light whenever possible, because
of its warm quality.... A first-class commercial
kitchen is important, as well as adequate storage
for dry, refrigerated, and frozen food— It is
imperative to provide lots and lots of storage
space, for personal belongings as well as donated
clothing
The washer and dryer are in con
stant use
Provide some outdoor space.
— Martha Brown Hicks, executive director, Skid
Row Development Corporation, Los Angeles.
• "Shelters need to be community based, and the
population needs to be mixed because popula
tions are not distinct forever and shouldn't be
segregated into certain communities and certain
types of housing." —Nancy Travers, assistant
commissioner, New York State Department of
Social Services, New York City.
• "We put families in separate units because it
normalizes the family situation when there are
separate bathrooms, separate kitchens, some kind
of control over the territory. Most shelters are
not like that; they're very communal, and we
find that when we put families in separate
apartments, it does give them a sense of stability,
a sense of normalcy.... Families need to be near
social services, stores, buses, laundries, especially
when there are small children— The children
need to have a play area." — Martha Dilts, execu
tive director, Seattle Emergency Housing Service

place to which they can go for retreat from
society.

Because of this, they are
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constantly in the public view; they eat,
sleep, and socialize all in public places.
Shelters need to provide a place for
escape.

Shelters need to provide each user

with someplace to call their own.

Access to

the shelter should be allowed at all times
with clients given the right to come and go
as they wish.

The only restrictions on this

would be some control over late-night
activities.

Personal spaces must also be

designated and offer a sense of privacy and
ownership in order for them to become the
center for the people's lives.

The program for the shelter/social
services center facility will be based on the
needs for the people in the Denny Regrade.
The localized nature will allow the shelter
to be smaller and more personal in keeping
with recent trends and recommendations in
shelter design.

The social services center

will also be designed to serve the local
population; however, because of the extensive
needs of the homeless, the facility will have
increased capacity. The current population of
the Denny Regrade area is estimated at 4500
people.

Approximately half of the social

services center will be dedicated to serving
this population and the other half is
incorporated because of the foreseeable needs
of the shelter clients.
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SOCIAL SERVICES CENTER
FUNCTION

ROOMS

AREA S.F.

RECEPTION
-waiting area indoors
-waiting area outdoors
-reception desk area
-records, workroom, and storage
-restrooms
OUT-PATIENT SERVICES
-social casework office (2)
-job counselling office (2)
-psychiatric counselling office
-psychological counselling office
-crisis intervention office
-housing office
-non-emergency medical treatment room,
office, storage, and bath
-conference/classrooms (2)
SOCIAL SERVICES CENTER cont.
IN-PATIENT SERVICES
-detox counselling offices (3)
-medical exam /treatment room
-dorm area, 6 private rooms with
shared baths
-commons room
-conference room
STAFF FACILITIES
-director's office
-asst. director's office
-staff lounge
-bathrooms
-private access and parking

facilities

SERVICE
-delivery area
-trash service
-mechanical room
-janitorial room
EMERGENCY SHELTER

AREA S.F.

RECEPTION
-entrance, check-in desk
-waiting area
-storage
-access to bathrooms
COMMON LIVING
-living room/lounge
-dining area
-laundry area
-access to bathrooms SHELTER cont.
GUEST DORM
-men's dorm room
-women's dorm room
-family dorm area
-maximum supervision dorm
-bathing facilities for each
dorm area
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SERVICE
-kitchen, soup and sandwich
-kitchen staff office
-dry storage, cold storage
-prep area
-scullery
-serving to dining
-delivery area
-donations receiving, storage
-donations delivery
STAFF
-live-in staff apartment
-lounge / conference
-private entrance
-manager's office

TRANSITIONAL HOUSING (SRO)

In the past SRO hotels, then often
referred to as men's hotels or flop houses,
served as the basis for housing people of
fixed income, migrant workers, and many
single individuals.

The areas once dominated

by SROs are the same areas now giving way to
gentrification.

Within most major cities the

supply of SROs is steadily falling while
demand for such affordable housing continues
to rise.
The programmed density for the SRO will
be indirectly taken from the Art of Downtown
Housing design competition.

In doing so I

have compared the relative square footage
requirements within SRO with the recommended
square footages of apartments units within
the competition.

The average space allowed

in the SROs studies was approximately 100 sq.
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ft. per individual living with about the same
amount of space dedicated to commons spaces,
totaling 200 sq. ft. per unit, (approx. 50%
higher for two person units.) The Art of
Downtown Housing recommended 400-1000 sq. ft.
per unit with 20 units per lot for
apartments.

In comparing the two unit types

it can be seen that the SRO? require about
one-third the space of apartment units,
consequently, approximately three times the
number of units, or 60, should be
incorporated into each lot occupied by the
SRO.

This density compares favorably with

those researched for case studies.

Increased

or decreased density may result from design
strategies effecting building height and
amenities allowed within the program.
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SRO PROGRAM
GROUND LEVEL
-small commercial space-cafe
-sidewalk entrance
-dining, serving area
counter space, register
-bathrooms
-kitchen
-storage-dry, cold
-office
-janitorial
-larger commercial space-grocery
-check out area
-display-floor space
-stock room
-freezer space
-office
-private SRO entrance
-mail, call-in area
TYPICAL SRO FLOOR
-individual bedsitters
-common living room
-common kitchen w/ individual
food storage and prep.
-shared bathrooms
-storage
-janitorial, mechanical
-some individual units will have
private baths and kitchenettes
-floor 'lobby' off vertical
circ. with private entrances
to kitchenette units.
-manager's apartment, first
or second floor
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HOUSING COMPLEX

The program for the housing portion of
this project will follow closely that
outlined by the Art of Downtown Housing,
Seattle Design Competition.

A minimum of

four standard lots, 60' x 110', will be
utilized as low and mixed-income housing.

To

assure feasible housing density the project
goal will be to provide 15-20 units per lot
as recommended by the competition.
The project will contain 3-4 different
unit types: studio, 1-bedroom, 2-bedroom, and
a limited number of 3-bedroom units.

Current

area demographics would dictate an emphasis
on the one and two-bedroom units.
The Art of Downtown Housing also
recommended rental rates between threehundred and eight-hundred dollars per month.
This would translate into units ranging in
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size from 400 sq. ft. to 1000 sq. ft.
Federal rental subsidies and gap project
financing would be utilized to increase
affordability for the areas low-income
families.

In addition, ground level retail

space may be incorporated to help offset
required rental rates.
The inset text on this and related pages
contain further recommendations of the
Seattle competition which will be
incorporated into the project, also included
are figures and tables of importance.
However, the main basis for design will not
be those laid out by the Art of Downtown
Housing.

The design will be based primarily

upon the earlier discussions of house and
dwelling and how these ideals are affected by
the theory of existential space.
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Denny Regrade
Location:
Northern Boundary!
Southern Boundary:
Western Boundary:
Eastern Boundary:
Area:

Denny Nay
Stewart Street
Naterfront
Nestlake

136 acres

A. There should be at least 20 units per lot for each of the site categories:
• (Category A) Single Lot Infill: AT LEAST 20 UNITS
• (Category B) Double Comer Lot: AT LEAST 40 UNITS
• (Category C) Linear Row: AT LEAST 80 UNITS
• (Category C) Cross Block: AT LEAST 80 UNITS
B» For each building category there should be a mixture of different types
of units where "type" refers either to basic differences in the floor plan
organization (such as studios versus one bedroom units versus two
bedroom units) and/or basic difference in the intended occupant (such as
low versus middle income or different lifestyles):

Population:
Total:

4,300 persons
* 601 earned less than $15*000 in 1985

• (Category A) Single Lot Infill: 2-3 UNIT TYPES
• (Category B) Double Corner Lot: 3-4 UNIT TYPES
• (Category C) Linear Row: 4-5 UNIT TYPES
• (Category C) Cross Block: 4-5 UNIT TYPES

* 22% earned sore thn $37,000 In 1985
* Grew 18% from 1970 to 1980
* 44% fenale
* 57% between ages 18 and 59 years

Housing:
Total t of units:

4000 units; 67 buildings

* 3,600 occupied units in 59 buildings

C. Buildings will likely be 4 to 5 stories high and should provide at least 3
stories of housing
D. Construction should be Type III or, as noted previously Type V over
Type I
D. Even though local regulations do not require parking spaces a ratio of .6
spaces for 1 and 2 bedroom units is recommended
E. Units accessible to the handicapped should be provided (as provided in
the Uniform Building Code)

* 263 vacant units in 8 buildings
* 701 owner occupied units
* 3,036 rental units

F. The individual units should offer a compelling living environment which
emphasizes the sense of volume, enhances the quality of light and air
and affords privacy. A variety of characteristics noted by the local panel
of experts should be considered:

* 4% vacancy rate

D. Parking:
While there are no off-street parking requirements for residential uses,
competitors should follow the recommended functional program guide
lines and provide some parking for occupants; for retail uses there is a
conventional requirement for 1.2 off-street parking spaces for each
1,000 square feet of retail space over the first 7,500 square feet. For
office uses there is a requirement for 1 space per 1,000 square feet. For
other uses there is a requirement of .5 off-street parking spaces for each
1,000 square feet over the first 2,500 square feet.

• ceilings higher than 8' are desirable
• changes in floor elevation and lofts are desirable
• full size kitchen appliances are suggested
• galley kitchens are acceptable
• three quarter baths are acceptable for small/unusual units
• storage lofts above kitchens/baths are desirable
• all units should have assigned storage space in the buildings
• laundry rooms should be provided
• closet space that accommodates stacked washer/dryers is desirable
• roof decks are encouraged and preferred to at-grade patios
• balconies and plant balconies are encouraged
• community spaces should be at least 5% of gross residential area

Source: The Seattle Art of Downtown Housing Competition 1986.
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1.5 Planning Strategies and Policies

3.3 Recommended User Profiles for Residential Units

Beginning in the 1960's, Seattle began to focus attention on downtown
revitalization. The World's Fair of 1963 prompted the redevelopment of the
area at the northern boundary of the Denny Regrade into an exhibition and
performing arts center which it remains today. About the same time, work
began on the preservation and revitalization of the unique neighborhoods of
downtown Seattle: Pioneer Square Historic District with its Romanesque
structures built after the fire of 1886; the International District, a unique
Asian residential and commercial neighborhood; the Pike Place Market, a
vital urban marketplace housed in historic waterfront structures.

Currently downtown households average 1.2 persons per unit. Most peo
ple live alone in studio or one-bedroom units. Two-person households and
couples are also present, but less typical. Recent census data indicate that
downtown households arc increasingly younger, more affluent, and more
likely to contain more than one person. In the Denny Regrade there has
been a 75% increase in persons between the age of 25 and 35 years. A re
cent survey also indicated, as might be expected, that, when affordable,
single persons prefer one-bedroom units to studios and two-person house
holds prefer two bedroom versus one bedroom units.

In order to preserve historic buildings throughout the downtown, a
comprehensive survey of all downtown buildings was completed. A sys
tematic program of historic preservation has retained the many brick, stone,
and terra cotta office buildings that exist throughout downtown Seattle.

For the purposes of this competition DCD asked a panel of experts in resi
dential development to define the types of people for whom new downtown
housing should be developed. There was a wide variety of responses indi
cating that new downtown housing should serve the diverse group of peo
ple who now live in the area and who are expected to move into the area in
the next decade. This includes students and retired persons, downtown
workers and professionals of all income levels, empty nesters and divorced
persons. The Regrade has traditionally housed artists, architects, designers,
writers and performing artists.

Recently two additional areas of the downtown have received special atten
tion. The First Avenue corridor, which links Pioneer Square, the Pike
Place Market, and the Denny Regrade, has been the site for mixed use
development including housing, retail, commercial and recreational uses.
Along the harborfront itself, redevelopment has added pedestrian amenities
as well as commercial and recreational uses.
In addition to focusing on specific neighborhoods and individual projects,
Seattle has taken a broader and more long-range look at downtown revital
ization. In 1980, Seattle began work on new land use and transportation
policies to guide downtown growth into the 21st century and to replace out
dated zoning ordinances. Many citizens, Special Review District Boards,
the Planning and Design Commissions influenced and shaped this plan.
In 1975 the City rezoned the Denny Regrade as its first mixed commer
cial/residential neighborhood and focused its attention on residential devel
opment. By 1983 over 2,000 housing units for a variety of income groups
had been added in the area.

The most critical variable defined by the panel of experts was the
affordability of the units. The target market which should be served by new
residential construction is individuals/households with incomes between
$14,000 and $37,000. The majority of new units should result in monthly
housing costs that are affordable to middle-income tenants but some units in
each new project should also serve low-income tenants.
The panel noted that middle-income rents should not exceed $800/month
and low-income units should not exceed $350/month. This translates
roughly into unit sizes of 1,000 square feet at the high end and 400 square
feet at the low end.

However, this success did not come without its problems. High density
development in the Regrade contributed to land speculation and rising land
values which discouraged preservation of existing sites and uses. High-rise
tower development created expensive housing, isolated from the neighbor
hood and without pedestrian and street level amenities. While the resident
population increased in number, it also become increasingly separated into
the rich and the poor. Housing for middle-income people was not available.

Source: The Seattle Art of Downtown Housing Competition 1986.
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case studies

El Ray Hotel
Seattle, Washington

=i
Residents of the El Ray Hotel are
low-income people who are receiving
treatment from the Seattle Psychiatric
Clinic. The El Ray is organized according
to the degree of care needed by the
residents. The ground-floor houses a
thrift store, kitchen, and communal
dining facility. The upper floor contains
independant apartment living units.
The facility is successful in avoiding
the 'feel 1 of a mental institution or
clinic. The finishes are of a residential
nature and the colors are cool and
subtle.
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Telephones
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Source: The Creation of Shelter, Greer 1987.
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A Shelter in
Alexandria, Virginia
In an effort to address several
social needs in one building,
the City of Alexandria com
missioned Dewberry & Davis
of Fairfax, Virginia, to design
a $2.1 million combination
substance abuse center and
homeless shelter (left) to be
located in an underdeveloped
area outside the city's historic
center. The separate functions
of the 25,000-square-foot
building are articulated in two
distinct wings,one domestic in
flavor, the other institutional.
A 35-bed residential detoxifi
cation center and related out
patient counseling center,
which will handle up to 160
patients a day, share one
wing. The 65-bed homeless
shelter provides separate
accommodations for singles
or families. Each program has
its own separate ground-floor
entrance, and only staff mem
bers are permitted internal
access from one unit to an
other. The homeless shelter
wing will be occupied in Janu
ary 1989, and the substance
abuse wing will open in
March. Debra Ladestro
•

\

Source: Progressive Architecture, October 1988
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Mark Read photos

With its blue tiled roof, rusticated
base, arched windows, and corner
tower, Samaritan House hardly
looks the part of a mission for the
down and out. But when completed
this fall, the new 43,000 square-foot
complex by Barker Rinker Seacat &
Partners will serve 284 homeless
adults, families, and teenage
runaways, enabling the city's
Catholic archdiocese to expand its
emergency shelter, now confined to
a vacant high school. In researching
related housing models, including
the St. Vincent De Paul center in
San Diego (preceding page), design
principal Mark McCormick
discovered that the requisite open
dormitory spaces for single men
and women on the ground floor (left
plan) could be based on the design
of military barracks to reinforce a
sense of order, and to maximize
light and ventilation. For the
families and teenagers on the third
floor, a series of private rooms and
a communal lounge were developed
based on residential hotel
prototypes. Between these floors,
the second level was reserved for
staff offices and "public" rooms,
including a multipurpose room used
as a daycare center during the day
and a recreational lounge at night.
Like San Diego's new shelter,
Samaritan House promotes an
introspective character protected
from the street. The ground-floor
sleeping quarters are set back
behind an arcade to isolate them
from noisy traffic (models), and an
L-shaped outdoor space on the
second floor provides a secure play
area for the daycare center. In
designing the massing of the
building, however, the architect
looked outward to the neighboring
brick warehouses for inspiration.
"A shelter doesn't have to be
shoehorned into a substandard
space," he points out. "A new
building not only communicates a
positive identity to its users but to
the outside community as to who
the homeless really are."
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S o u r c e : A r c h i t e c t u r a l R e c o r d , May 1986.
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Low-Cost Housing
New SRO Hotel
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The Baltic Inn
San Diego
The Baltic Inn is the first new
single room occupancy hotel
to be built in San Diego in over
50 years. As in many other
cities, downtown redevelop
ment in San Diego has re
moved much of the housing
stock that served the city's
low-income and transient
population. The Baltic Inn,
designed by Rob Wellington
Quigley, is located in a part of
town now in transition from
warehouses to housing, much
of it upscale.
As a pioneering effort by a
private developer, the Baltic
Inn required extensive nego
tiations and coordination with
the city building department
to keep the building from hav
ing to meet commercial hotel
requirements that would have
made it unaffordable for lowincome residents. Unlike the
owners of older, renovated
SRO hotels, which are mainly
nonprofit organizations, the
developer (BMW Partnership)
expects this hotel to turn a
profit and intends to build
another one.
The four-story structure
houses 209 units, each con
sisting of a 10' x 12' room with
a standardized, built-in wall
unit containing a toilet, lava
tory, closet and storage
space, refrigerator, and TV.
The factory-built wall units
are a benefit of new construc
tion and would probably not
be cost effective for renova
tions. Common showers are
located on each floor. The
ground floor has a lobby, TV
lounge, vending area, bicycle
storage, and laundry.
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Third House, Toronto
This high-rise hostel for lowincome singles was the pilot
project of Homes First Society.
The idea was to provide
cheap, stable, inner-city
rentals for 77 men and women
of mixed age and family com
position who, given a fixed
address and the chance to
become self-sufficient, might
eventually move up and out.
As designed by David Tsow
and Douglas Pollard, all ac
commodation is shared in 17
apartments on nine of the
eleven stories. Two units per
floor flank the elevator lobby,
which doubles as a common
room. Each has a shared
kitchen, eating and living
area with a corner sunroom,
and four or five bed-sitting
rooms with semiprivate or
private washrooms. A lounge,
laundry facilities, community
and counseling rooms are
located on the first and second
floors. A large terrace on the
roof is used for meetings and
social events.
Working within a budget of
$2.1 million, or $45/square
foot, the architects nonethe
less tried for a feeling of per
manence and modest luxury.
"This was designed to look
like a condominium," says
David Tsow.

Still, security was and is an
issue. Each resident has a key
to the front door and one that
takes the elevator to his or
her floor only. The original
tenants, chosen in consulta
tion with a dozen social serv
ice agencies, were involved in
design development, and res
idents take an active role in
managing the building. Each
apartment sets rules and ex
pectations for behavior and
screens applicants when a
vacancy arises in the unit. All
cleaning and most repairs are
done by residents, who are
paid competitive rates.
In operation since 1984,
Third House was built with a
loan from the Canada
Mortgage and Housing Cor
poration. The government set
the market rent at a low $373
per month, per person, with
residents contributing a mini
mum of 25 percent of their
income. The average tenancy
is two to three years, and a
significant number of resi
dents have stabilized their
lives to the point where they
can afford to pay full market
rent. Adele Freedman
•

ELECTOR LOBBY

KITCHEN/DINING

LIVING

Source: Progressive Architecture, Oct. 1988
BEDSITTER

BEDSITTER

SUNROOM
TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

10'/3m

Architects: Tsoiv-Pollard Partner
ship, Toronto (Doug Pollard, David
Tsow, architects; Gary B. Silver,
planning; Michael Steele, project
coordination).
Client: Homes First Society.
Site: urban lot.
Program: 18 units of 4 or 5 bedsit
ters (130-175 sq ft each) with shared
kitchen, living, and semiprivate
washrooms, two per floor with com
munal lounges.
Consultants: Kazmar, structural;
Sigma, mechanical.
General contractor: Karvon Con
struction.
Costs: $1,741,500 ($36 per sq ft,
1984).
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